Abstract—Software piracy is a crime that the legislative authority in many countries tries to avoid by enforcing different types of penalties. Although, the problem of software piracy has received considerable academic consideration, limited concern is given to analyzing the software piracy by criminological theories in developing countries. Criminological theories are more consistent with software piracy in order to understand and prevent such illegal behavior. The objective of this paper is to fill this gap by looking at the software piracy in Saudi Arabia through the lens of contamination theory.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Software piracy is considered one of the worst problems intimidating the software industry [1]. Although there are many enforcement and legislative mechanisms to fight software piracy, statistics show that software copyright infringement is increasing, and software industry lost billions of dollars because of software piracy. There are many technical efforts to prevent software piracy, but studies report that these technical efforts have limited success [1], [2]. For example, the percentage of stolen programs installed in personal computers goes from 33% in 2000, which costs $11.75 billion, to 40% in 2009, which costs $51 billion [3]. Also, estimates show that software piracy costs $59 billion in 2010 which is doubled the piracy costs in 2003[4]. In another example from Saudi Arabia, software piracy was 51% in 2011, higher than the global average of 42% [5]. Also, the commercial value of unlicensed software in Saudi Arabia was $449 million (ibid).

Without any doubt, the software piracy is a crime that the legislative authority in many countries tries to avoid by enforcing different types of penalties. For instance, the US Senate Bill imposes copyright breaching penalties including fines of as much as $25,000, and jail terms up to five years [4]. Therefore, criminological theories are more consistent with software piracy in order to understand and prevent such illegal behavior. These theories have been applied in different domains to understand the complicated criminal behavior. Although, the problem of software piracy has received considerable academic consideration, limited concern is given to analyzing the software piracy by criminological theories in developing countries.

The objective of this paper is to fill this gap by looking at the software piracy in Saudi Arabia through the lens of contamination theory. Achieving this objective contributes to research as well as to practice. A theoretical model based on the containment theory will be added to the software piracy body of knowledge. Determining the determinants of software piracy based on the containment theory will be useful in understanding the behavior of software pirates for both practitioners and policymakers in Saudi Arabia. The rest of this paper is organized in three sections. In Section II, the related literature is reviewed. Then the theoretical background and the proposed model are presented in Section III. Finally, the research methodology is discussed briefly in Section IV.

II. RELATED LITERATURE REVIEW

The theory of planned behavior (TPB) and the theory of reasoned action (TRA) are widely used in software piracy domain. Chang [6] compared between TRA and TPB; he found that TPB is better than TRA in determining unethical behavior. Based on TRA, Seale et al. [7] found that the major predictors of software piracy are attitudes and social norms. Lending and Slaughter [8] adopted TPB and Hofstede’s theory of cultures, and found that technical students were more prone to copy software than business students. More recently, Moores et al. [9] used TPB and found significant influence of legislative and educational outreach programs on the level of software piracy. Although TRA and TPB are dominant in the software piracy literature, it is argued that general behavior theory, such as TPB and TRA, needs additional improvement to be able to explain the behavior of software piracy [10].

Other researchers use ethical decision theories in order to explain the problem of software piracy. Leonard and Cronan [11] adopted Banerjee’s IT ethics model, and found that the intention to behave unethically was connected to an individual’s moral belief and attitude towards software piracy, ego strength and gender. Limayem et al. [12] used Triandis’ model; facilitating conditions and habits were found to have a significant impact on the actual behavior of software piracy; perceived consequences and social factors were found to have a significant impact on the intention to software piracy. Based on the ethical decision-making, Moores and Chang [13] found that buying affects the use; intention affected buying behavior; moral judgment influenced moral intention. More recently, Chan and Lai [14] investigated the Chinese computer users’ ethical ideology and its relationship to attitude and behavior toward software piracy; they found that computer users could
be divided into four ethical ideology types, namely, situationists, absolutists, subjectivists, and exceptionists. Willison and Siponen [15] proposed a criminological perspective for software piracy based on two theories: Techniques of Neutralization and Differential Association Theory. On the other hand, there are several researchers who argued that software piracy is ethically right and nothing wrong with it [15]-[19].

The existing literature of software piracy provides essential insights to understand the domain; however, exploring software piracy in developing nations by criminological theories is rare. Therefore, the current paper will cover that gap by adopting the containment theory to clarify an important perspective to the software piracy domain in Saudi Arabia.

III. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

As one of the theories that are highly related to the world of reality (Dodder and Long, 1980), the criminology containment theory [20], [21] is one of the popular theories in criminology literature. Reckless (ibid) argues that all humans are subject to criminal behavior, but containment concepts can isolate people from criminal influence. Core concepts of containment theory are outer containment and inner containment. Outer containment is the ability of the society to keep the individual respects the society’s values and norms. Outer containment consists of three aspects: internalization of rules, meaningful roles, and group reinforcement.

Internalization of rules is an important concept among psychologists. For example, Freud calls the development of the internalization of rules the superego development (2000). Internalization of rules means that the society encourages individuals to internalize the accepted rules to control the individuals’ behaviors. It is a self-regulation dimension that can regulate individuals’ behavior to adapt to the society’s appropriate behavior. Therefore, we propose:

H1: Positive internalization of rules is negatively associated with the intention to software piracy

The second outer aspect is to provide the individuals with meaningful roles that can protect individuals from establishing their own rules. Having meaningful roles in society can be considered one of the most protective factors that prevent social problems [22]. The meaningful roles played by individuals act as an effective shield that prevents crime in the community [23]. Thus, we propose:

H2: Having meaningful roles is negatively associated with the intention to software piracy

The third aspect of the outer containment is the group reinforcement, which makes individuals have supportive relations by the group. Based on this relationship, individuals are more likely to conform to the society rules. Group-based intervention is considered a social force that induces the improvement of self-regulatory abilities [24]. To support the influence of group reinforcement on individuals’ behaviors, Akers [25] states that “The probability that persons will engage in criminal behavior is increased and the probability of their conforming to the norm is decreased when they differently associate with others who commit criminal behavior and espouse definitions favorable to it, are relatively more exposed in-person or symbolically to salient criminal/deviant models, define it as desirable or justified in a situation discriminative for the behavior, and have received in the past and anticipate in the current or future situation relatively greater than punishment for the behavior” (p. 50). Therefore, we suggest:

H3: Positive group reinforcement is negatively associated with the intention to software piracy

On the other hand, inner containment can be defined by the individuals’ moral nature and ego. Inner containment is considered more effective in controlling individuals’ behavior as societies change to be more impersonal and diverse. Inner containment consists of the following four aspects: self-concept, goal orientation, frustration tolerance, and retention norms. The first aspect is a favorable self-concept, which means that a person who perceived himself to be good (i.e. honest, reliable), he is most likely to behave in that way. Self-concept can be defined as “the organization of roles, self-attitudes, personal attributes, and or objects by the actor into a coherent, stable view of himself” (Hepburn, 1977, p. 236). Empirical research suggests that self-concept has an effect on delinquency. For example, Wilson et al. [26] found that teens with more positive self-concept are less likely to report delinquency. Young adults who commit crimes have lower self-concept than those who did not commit crimes [27]. So, we suggest:

H4: Positive self-concept is negatively associated with the intention to software piracy

The second aspect of the inner containment is goal orientation, which refers to focusing on achieving accepted long-term goals that helps individuals stay within the society’s accepted rules. In an Australian study that includes 260 students, Carroll et al. [28] find that non-delinquency is associated to interpersonal and educational goals, while delinquency is more associated to social image goals. In another study that includes 234 Caucasian American students, Skorikov and Vondracek [29] conclude that there is a significant relationship between higher future career orientation and lower problem behavior such as delinquency. Thus, we hypothesize the following:

H5: Positive goal orientation is negatively associated with the intention to software piracy

Frustration tolerance is the third aspect of the inner containment. Frustration tolerance means that individuals, who can withstand disappointments and pressure, are more likely to avoid illegal behavior. In a study that investigates the variables linked to the recidivism in young people, Contreras et al. [30] find that low tolerance to frustration is linked to recidivism. Monahan et al. (2009) has verified the relationship between criminal behavior and low tolerance to frustration. Therefore, we suggest the following hypotheses:

H6: high tolerance to frustration is negatively associated with the intention to software piracy

The last aspect is retention of norms, which refers to the individuals’ commitment to the society norms and values. In a study that has 724 students in Oklahoma, Dodder and Long...
(1980) find that retention of norms has a significant relationship with delinquency. Thompson and Dodder [31] confirms the significant relationship between retention of norms and delinquency. So we propose:

**H7:** Positive retention of norms is negatively associated with the intention to software piracy

![Fig. 1. The research model.](image)

IV. METHODOLOGY

The measurement of the aforementioned variables will be based on previous studies. The constructs of the inner and outer containment in the research model will be adopted from contamination theory [31], and the construct of the intention to software piracy will be taken from [32]. To validate the proposed model, we plan to conduct a web survey with a group of undergraduate students in Saudi Arabia. We have two reasons for selecting students as the sample of this study. First, previous research has proven that software piracy is more prevalent to students rather than professionals [33]. Second, many previous studies of software piracy (i.e. [34], [35]) have chosen students as the study subjects.

The proposed research model will be analyzed using PLS structure equation modeling tool, which evaluates the psychometric properties of measurement model, and estimate the parameters of structural model. Specifically, SmartPLS software will be used to analyze the dataset. In addition for being prediction-oriented [36], PLS, rather than covariance-based and parameter-oriented structural equation modeling, is used because PLS is preferred to handle large number of variables and relationships [37].
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